
PROMOTE!® is the brainchild of husband-and-wife team Simon and Erica Wyatt. Their objective 
was to create an interactive, fast-paced and fast-changing board game to be played and enjoyed by 
friends and families alike. Using Simon’s experience as a former New Zealand police officer, they 
have incorporated many facets of real-life policing into the game for players to experience. They wish 
you as much fun playing it as they had creating it.

MISSION:  Be the first player to reach the rank of Commissioner. At this point in time the game ends. 
TARGET AUDIENCE: Ages 8 to Adult
PLAYERS: 2 to 6 

THE ULTIMATE RACE FOR TOP COP

SET-UP

EQUIPMENT
1 x PROMOTE!® Gameboard
6  x  Playing Pieces 
6 x  Rank Markers
1 x Standard Die
1 x Challenge Die

12 x Challenge Tokens
110 x Operations Cards 
22 x Administration Cards
40 x Full Moon Cards 
4 x  Specialist Squad Cards

1. Sort all cards by type. 
2.  Arrange OP (Operations) cards into separate decks – Junior, Intermediate and Senior. Shuffle each deck and 

place face down to the side. 
3.  Shuffle the Full Moon deck and place face down to the side. 
4.  Distribute 2 Challenge Tokens to each player. 
5.  Each player chooses a Playing Piece for navigation around the Gameboard. 
6.   Place the Playing Pieces on the Police Station space of the Gameboard. Every player starts the game here 

as a newly graduated Constable.   
7.  Place the matching Rank Marker for each player on the letter ‘P’ in the middle of the Gameboard  

(‘P’ representing the rank of Constable). 
8.  Playing order is determined by order of class placings. The player who rolls the highest number on the 

Standard Die finishes top of their training wing and becomes the starting player. Should there be a tie,  
roll until there is a result. Playing order then continues in a clockwise direction.  

9.  The starting player rolls the Standard Die to begin the game. 

SHOW YOUR CARDS! 
All cards picked up during gameplay must be placed upright in front of respective players for all to 
see until they are either used, discarded or forfeited.
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Promotion Types

There are no restrictions on the number of times any of the promotion types can be used by players. 

The Quick PROMOTE!® is a promotion of one rank.
Players require the equivalent of 3 blue OP cards to be eligible for a Quick PROMOTE!®.
This type of promotion can always be challenged by another player. This is because 
it is questionable whether the player has sufficient operational experience to justify 
their promotion.

The Standard PROMOTE!® is a promotion of one rank.
Players require the equivalent of 4 blue OP cards to be eligible for a Standard PROMOTE!®.
This type of promotion cannot be challenged by another player. This is because the 
promoting player has sufficient operational experience to justify their promotion.

The Skip PROMOTE!® is a promotion of two ranks (one rank is skipped).
For example, a player may choose to Skip PROMOTE!® from Constable to Senior Sergeant, 
Sergeant to Inspector, Senior Sergeant to Superintendent, Inspector to Deputy Commissioner 
and Superintendent to Commissioner.
Players require the equivalent of 5 blue OP cards to be eligible for a Skip PROMOTE!®.
This type of promotion can always be challenged by another player. This is because the 
promoting player is attempting to fast-track their career by skipping a rank, so there is some 
doubt around their abilities.

USING ADMIN CARDS TO PROMOTE
2 Admin (Administration) cards are equivalent to 1 blue OP card. 
There is no limit to the number of Admin cards a player may use to promote, as long as the number 
reaches the required threshold for promotion. 
Any leftover Admin cards not used by the player to promote are kept by the player for their next rank. 

YOU CAN’T PROMOTE!
A player cannot promote while either awaiting trial at the District Court or while facing Immediate 
Suspension from Duties. 

PROMOTION PROCEDURE
When a player decides to promote, they must signal their intention to do so at the start of their turn. The player 
does this by informing all players of the promotion type.

For example, the player states:

If requested, a player must show all the cards they are using to promote to all other players. 
If the player is unchallenged in the promotion (or they cannot be challenged as per the game rules), the player is 

“I’m going to Quick PROMOTE!®” OR simply “Quick PROMOTE!®”  
“I’m going to Standard PROMOTE!®” OR simply “Standard PROMOTE!®”
“I’m going to Skip PROMOTE!®” OR simply “Skip PROMOTE!®”

FINAL PROMOTION
The final single-rank promotion from Deputy Commissioner to Commissioner requires a Standard PROMOTE!®. 
However, unlike a normal Standard PROMOTE!®, this promotion can be challenged by another player (as per the 
rules for Challenging a Promotion). The only exception to this is if the game is won by picking up the Instant One 
Rank Promotion card.
Note: the game can also be won by a Skip PROMOTE!®  from Superintendent to Commissioner.

Every player starts the game with 2 Challenge Tokens. These Challenge Tokens can be 
used to challenge the promotions of other players, but only those players choosing to promote 
with either a Quick PROMOTE!® or a Skip PROMOTE!®.
The first player to say “Challenge” after another player has signalled their intention to promote with 
a Quick PROMOTE!® or Skip PROMOTE!®, becomes the challenging player. If there is a dispute as to who the 
challenging player is, the player who rolls the highest number on the Standard Die becomes the challenger.
Note:  any rank in the game can be challenged. There can only be one challenge per promotion.  

1 Challenge Token is used per promotion challenge.

PROMOTION CHALLENGE

YOU CAN’T CHALLENGE!
A player awaiting trial at the District Court or facing Immediate Suspension from Duties loses the 
right to challenge a promotion and therefore cannot use a Challenge Token at that given time.

Should the promotion be GRANTED, the promotion is complete when the player’s Rank Marker 
reflects their new rank on the Gameboard. All blue and red OP cards collected for their old rank 
are discarded by the player. However, the player retains all unused Admin cards and all unused 
Full Moon cards (including blue OP card representatives) for their new rank.

Should the promotion be DENIED, the challenged player must HAND OVER all blue OP cards 
(including blue OP card representatives) used for the promotion attempt to the challenging player, 
who may now use these cards as part of their own hand. Any Admin cards used in the promotion 
attempt are retained by the challenged player. The challenged player also retains all other cards in 
their hand, EXCEPT for any red OP cards which are discarded.

CHALLENGE PROCEDURE
After indicating their intention to challenge, the challenging player must discard a Challenge Token from their hand. 
The decision then goes to the Promotion Review Committee to determine whether the promotion is granted or 
denied. Their decision is revealed with the throw of the Challenge Die by the promoting player. 

Regardless of whether a promotion is granted or denied, the player resumes play on their next turn from their 
current space on the Gameboard. 

DEMOTION PROCEDURE
Whenever a player is demoted a rank(s), the demotion is complete when the player’s Rank Marker reflects their 
new rank on the Gameboard. The player must discard all blue and red OP cards in their hand. However, the 
player retains all Admin cards and all Full Moon cards (including blue OP card representatives) in their hand. 
When a player is demoted a rank(s) while of the rank of Constable, they remain a Constable.

DEMOTION

GRANTED

DENIED

ROLL
AGAIN

ROLL AGAIN means that the Promotion Review Committee require further deliberation before 
coming to a decision. The player must immediately roll again until there is a result.

THE GAMEBOARD
OP
When a player lands on an OP (Operations) space during gameplay, 
they pick up an OP card from the respective deck:
JUNIOR: Constable & Sergeant ranks
INTERMEDIATE: Senior Sergeant & Inspector ranks
SENIOR: Superintendent & Deputy Commissioner ranks

ADMIN 
When a player lands on an Admin (Administration) space during gameplay, they collect  
an Admin card. Admin cards represent the administration work of players as they progress their 
careers as police officers. 
2 Admin cards are equivalent to 1 blue OP card. Admin cards can also be used by players to 
promote ranks (see Promotion).

BLUE OP cards represent positive 
experiences or circumstances faced by 
players as they progress their careers as 
police officers. Blue OP cards are collected by 
players and used to promote between ranks 
(see Promotion).

RED OP cards represent negative experiences or 
circumstances faced by players as they progress their 
careers as police officers. Red OP cards are also collected 
by players but cannot be used to promote between ranks. 
They may, however, result in a player’s demotion 
(see Demotion).

There are 2 types of OP cards:

SUPERINTENDENTDEPUTY COMMISSIONER

SENIOR SERGEANT
INSPECTORCONSTABLE

SERGEANT

OUT OF OP CARDS?
Should all OP cards be used for a particular deck, collect all used and discarded OP cards, 
reshuffle the deck and use again.

KEEP YOUR ADMINS!
Where game rules dictate the forfeiture of blue OP cards, this does not include any Admin cards 
the player may possess.

FULL MOON
Within police circles a full moon symbolises havoc, craziness and utter mayhem. Anything can 
happen when a full moon is out.  
When a player lands on a Full Moon space during gameplay, they pick up the top card from 
the deck and must follow the listed instructions. Some of these cards represent blue OP cards 
and can be used for promotional purposes. Others require the forfeiture of blue OP cards from a player’s hand 
(where applicable). When this happens, the blue OP cards are discarded from the player’s hand and placed 

automatically promoted to the next rank. The promotion is complete when the player’s Rank Marker reflects their 
new rank on the Gameboard. Going for promotion counts as the player’s turn and they resume play on their next 
turn from their current space on the Gameboard.  
Whenever a player promotes to a new rank, all blue and red OP cards that player had collected for their old rank 
are discarded. However, the player retains any unused Admin cards and unused Full Moon cards (including blue 
OP card representatives) for their new rank. 

PROMOTION
RED OP CARD DEMOTION
Should a player collect 3 red OP cards for a particular rank, that player is instantly demoted a rank.
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The game’s ranking system is:

Each player’s rank during gameplay is displayed by Rank Markers using the word PROMOTE!® in the middle of the 
Gameboard. Players determine when and how they promote in the game. 

Constable Sergeant Senior 
Sergeant Inspector Superintendent Deputy 

Commissioner Commissioner



SPECIFIC FULL MOON CARDS

Instant One Rank Promotion 
This card results in the player’s immediate promotion of one rank upon pickup (see Promotion Procedure). 
A player can win the game by picking up this card while of the rank of Deputy Commissioner. This type of 
promotion cannot be challenged. 
Instant One Rank Demotion 
This card results in the player’s immediate demotion of one rank upon pickup (see Demotion Procedure). 
Free Promotion Challenge 
This card gives that player an extra promotion challenge to be used at any stage of the game (see Challenge).

Teacher’s Pet!  
This card gives that player the ability to squash any promotion challenge made by any other player to their 
promotion.This card can be used at the player’s choosing. 

Backstabber! 
This card gives that player, at any stage of the game, the ability to ‘backstab’ another player of their choosing by 
stealing all blue OP cards (including blue OP card representatives) from the other player’s hand. The card must 
be used by the player at the start of their turn, but it does not count as their turn. After using this card, the player 
may decide to promote or roll the Standard Die. This card cannot be used by a player when they are facing trial 
at the District Court or Immediate Suspension from Duties.  

Arrested and Charged with Bribery and Corruption 
Should this card be picked up by any player, they must go straight to the District Court to await trial. The player 
retains all cards in their hand. The Jury Verdict process is then initiated on their next turn. For further details 
about the Jury Verdict process, see District Court.

Authorisation Granted to join Specialist Squad 
This card enables that player to take up immediate membership of any free Specialist Squad on the Gameboard. 
Should all Specialist Squad spaces be occupied, players can steal another player’s 
membership on a Specialist Squad (see Specialist Squad).
Lose Spot on Specialist Squad 
This card immediately takes away that player’s membership to a Specialist Squad. The spot on the Specialist 
Squad is now available to all players for the taking. Should a player have membership to more than one 
Specialist Squad, that player may choose which one they wish to discard (see Specialist Squad).

to the side, where they remain unless required for a fresh deck of OP cards. If the player does not possess the 
full quota of blue OP cards to forfeit, they must forfeit the balance. For example, if a player is required to forfeit  
3 blue OP cards and they only have 1 or 2 blue OP cards in their hand, they must forfeit those blue OP cards.
Where the forfeiture of blue OP cards from a player’s hand is required, this can include Full Moon cards 
representing blue OP cards (blue OP card representatives). If a player is required to forfeit 1 or 2 blue OP cards 
and they only have the Full Moon equivalent of 2 or 3 blue OP cards in their hand, they must forfeit that Full 
Moon card. 
Full Moon cards can only be used once by players. After use, cards return to the bottom of the deck.

Skipping a round(s)
Where game rules dictate the skipping of a round(s) by a player, it is suggested the Full Moon card is placed 
next to the player’s Playing Piece as a reminder to all players. When that player has skipped their next round(s) 
the card returns to the bottom of the deck. 

Hot-shot Lawyer
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1.  When a player is awaiting trial at the District 
Court following the pickup of the Arrested and 
Charged with Bribery and Corruption card 
(see District Court). 

2.  When a player is facing Immediate Suspension 
from Duties after landing on that space on the 
Gameboard (see Immediate Suspension from 
Duties).

This card can be used in 2 instances:

OP

ADMIN

FULL MOON

POLICE STATION

TRAINING DAY

DISTRICT COURT

IMMEDIATE
SUSPENSION
FROM DUTIES

SPECIALIST
SQUAD

RDO  1. Landing on the space of a Specialist Squad
  When a player lands on a Specialist Squad space during gameplay AND no other player already has 
membership to that particular Specialist Squad, that player automatically takes up membership of  
the Specialist Squad. This counts as the player’s turn. 

2. Forfeiting the equivalent of 3 blue OP cards
A player may forfeit the equivalent of 3 blue OP cards (using any combination of blue OP cards, Admin 
cards and blue OP card representatives) in their hand to become a member of a Specialist Squad, but 
only if membership is currently available (no other player is already a member of that particular Specialist 
Squad) AND it is the start of that player’s turn. After obtaining the Specialist Squad card, the player has 
another turn. 

3. Using the Authorisation Granted to Join Specialist Squad card
See Authorisation Granted to Join Specialist Squad card. 

3 ways to become a member of a Specialist Squad:

SPECIALIST SQUAD
There are 4 Specialist Squad spaces up for grabs 
around the Gameboard – Negotiation, Drugs, Tactical 
and Search.
Only one player at any given time can be a member 
of a particular Specialist Squad. However, there is no 
limit to the number of Specialist Squads a player may 
acquire during the game.
Players retain membership to their respective Specialist Squad(s) after promoting/demoting ranks.
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TACTICAL

Landing on another player’s Specialist Squad space

Should a player land on another player’s Specialist Squad space, that player must HAND OVER all blue OP 
cards (including blue OP card representatives) in their hand to the player on the Specialist Squad.  
Note: This does not apply to Admin cards. Players retain possession of any Admin cards in their hand.
It is irrelevant that the player handing over the blue OP cards may be of a higher rank than the player on  
the Specialist Squad. 

CAN’T TAKE BLUE OP CARDS!
Players with membership to a Specialist Squad(s) cannot take another player’s blue OP cards 
if they themselves are facing either trial at the District Court or Immediate Suspension from 
Duties. In these circumstances, the player who landed on the Specialist Squad retains all blue 
OP cards in their hand.

DISTRICT COURT
When a player lands on this space during gameplay, they are completing duties at the 
District Court. The player collects 1 Admin card from every player for their troubles (where 

RDO
When a player lands on a RDO (Rostered Day Off) space during gameplay, they take time off from the daily 
grind and stresses of police work. Next player’s turn. 

POLICE STATION
All players start the game from the Police Station 
space as newly graduated Constables. When a 
player lands on this space during gameplay, all 
red OP cards are discarded from their hand. 

TRAINING DAY
When a player lands 
on this space during 
gameplay, they attend  
a training course and 
collect 2 Admin cards. 

IMMEDIATE SUSPENSION FROM DUTIES 
When a player lands on this space during gameplay, they are immediately suspended from their 
duties. The player must, on their next turn, roll the number on the Standard Die they nominate to 
be cleared to resume normal duties. For example, a player calls the number 3 before rolling the 
number 3 on the Standard Die; that player would now be able to return to normal duties. Should 
the player roll the number they nominate, and therefore be cleared to resume the game, the 
player moves their Playing Piece the same number of spaces on the Gameboard as thrown on the 
Standard Die. 
Should a player fail to roll the numbers they nominate three times in a row, they are able to re-join the game 
automatically on their next turn. A player is only allowed one roll of the Standard Die per turn.

Jury Verdicts

GUILTY

RETRIAL

Should the jury return a guilty verdict, that player is immediately demoted 
two ranks (see Demotion Procedure).

Should the jury return a not guilty verdict, that player immediately resumes play 
by rolling the Standard Die.

Should a retrial be ordered, that player must go through the Jury Verdict process 
again on their next turn. 

Should there be a hung jury result, that player is immediately demoted one rank 
(see Demotion Procedure).

GET OFF ALL CHARGES!
A player in possession of the Hot-shot Lawyer card may use this card prior to the commencement 
of the Jury Verdict process to get off all charges. Should this occur, the player immediately 
resumes play by rolling the Standard Die. 

FAST-TRACK SUSPENSION!
A player in possession of the Hot-shot Lawyer card may use this card at any stage of suspension 
to resume normal duties. Should this occur, the player immediately resumes play by rolling the 
Standard Die. 

HUNG JURY

NOT GUILTY

Pick up an OP card from the respective deck.
Junior / Intermediate / Senior

Discard all red OP cards in your hand.

Collect 2 Admin cards.

Collect 1 Admin card from every player (where applicable).

Collect 1 Admin card.

Rostered Day Off.  Next player’s turn.

On your next turn, roll the number you nominate on the Standard Die to 
return to normal duties and resume gameplay. 
After 3 failed attempts, re-join the game automatically on your next turn. 

If unoccupied, obtain membership of Specialist Squad.
If occupied, hand over all blue OP cards (including blue OP card 
representatives) to the player who has membership to that Specialist Squad.

Note: Any player may forfeit the equivalent of 3 blue OP cards to obtain 
membership of any free Specialist Squad.

Pick up a Full Moon card.

2 Admin cards are 
equivalent to 
1 blue OP card.
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Challenge Die Results
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Promotion Types

3 blue OP cards or the equivalent. 
A one rank promotion which can be challenged.

4 blue OP cards or the equivalent. 
A one rank promotion which cannot be challenged.

5 blue OP cards or the equivalent. 
A two rank promotion which can be challenged.

LANDING ON BOARD SPACES

HANDY EXTRAS

Thank you for playing PROMOTE!®. If you have any questions or comments to make about the game, 
please send us an email at info@promoteboardgame.com

Check out our website at promoteboardgame.com

Simon Wyatt also pens crime novels. Check out simonwyatt.com

PROMOTE!® is a registered trademark owned by Ten-Zero Limited. PROMOTE!® is protected 
by copyright law. ©2021, Ten-Zero Limited. All rights reserved. Made in China. P0001

applicable). Next player’s turn. 
This is also where any player must go to face trial should they pick up an Arrested and Charged with Bribery 
and Corruption card. The player remains in this space for their next turn when the Jury Verdict process is 
initiated. A simple roll of the Standard Die is all that’s required.

Jury 
Verdicts

GUILTY

RETRIAL

HUNG JURY

NOT GUILTY

Discard all blue and red OP cards collected for your old rank. Retain all 
unused Admin and Full Moon cards (including blue OP representatives) for 
your new rank. 

Hand over all blue OP cards (including blue OP card representatives) used 
for the promotion attempt to the challenging player. Retain any Admin cards 
used in the promotion attempt. Retain all other cards in your hand, EXCEPT 
for any red OP cards which are discarded.  

GRANTED

DENIED

ROLL
AGAIN Roll again until there is a result.
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